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Exclusive semileptonic Lb decays to excited charmed Lc baryons are investigated at order LQCD /mQ in the
heavy quark effective theory. The differential decay rates are analyzed for the Jp51/22 Lc(2593) and the
Jp53/22 Lc(2625). They receive 1/mc ,b corrections at zero recoil that are determined by mass splittings and
the leading order Isgur-Wise function. With some assumptions, we find that the branching fraction for Lb
decays to these states is 2.5–3.3%. The decay rate to the helicity 63/2 states, which vanishes for mQ!` ,
remains small at order LQCD /mQ since 1/mc corrections do not contribute. Matrix elements of weak currents
between a Lb and other excited Lc states are analyzed at zero-recoil to order LQCD /mQ . Applications to
baryonic heavy quark sum rules are explored.
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PACS number~s!: 12.39.Hg, 13.30.2aI. INTRODUCTION
The use of heavy quark symmetry @1# resulted in a dra-
matic improvement in our understanding of exclusive semi-
leptonic decays of hadrons containing a single heavy quark.
In the infinite mass limit, the spin and parity of the heavy
quark Q and the strongly interacting light degrees of freedom
are separately conserved, and can be used to classify the
particle spectrum. Light degrees of freedom with spin-parity
sl
p l yield a doublet with total angular momentum J5sl6 12
and parity P5p l ~or a singlet if sl50!. This classification
can be applied to the LQ baryons where Q5c ,b . For the
charmed baryons some of the spin multiplets are summarized
in Table I, with masses given for the observed particles @2#.
Here Lc
1/2 and Lc
3/2 are the observed Lc(2593) and Lc(2625)
with total spin 1/2 and 3/2 respectively.
For mQ!` the semileptonic decay of a Lb into either Lc
in a heavy doublet are described by one universal form fac-
tor, the leading order Isgur-Wise function @3#. This function
will vanish identically if the parity of the final state doublet
is unnatural @4–6#. A semileptonic baryonic transition is un-
natural if (Dp l)(21)Dsl521, where Dsl is the change in
the spin of the light degrees of freedom, and Dp l521 if the
sign of p l changes, and 11 if it does not. This rule follows
from parity considerations along with the fact that for mQ
!` the angular momentum of the light degrees of freedom
TABLE I. Isospin zero charmed baryon spin multiplets with
sl
p l,2. Masses are given for the observed particles @2#.
sl
p l Particles Jp m(GeV)
01 Lc 12 1 2.284
12 Lc
1/2
, Lc
3/2 1
2
2
,
3
2
2 2.594, 2.627
02 Lc*
1
2
2
11 Lc
1/2* , Lc
3/2* 12
1
,
3
2
1570556-2821/98/57~9!/5620~12!/$15.00along the decay axis is conserved @4#. For natural decays the
hadronic matrix elements do not vanish identically as mQ
!` , and at zero recoil these matrix elements have a value
which is fixed by heavy quark symmetry. For initial and final
state doublets with the same light degrees of freedom this
determines the normalization of the leading order Isgur-Wise
function. If the light degrees of freedom for the two states
differ, then the matrix elements vanish at zero recoil, and the
normalization of the leading order Isgur-Wise function is not
determined.
In general for Lb decays, these infinite mass limit predic-
tions are corrected at order LQCD /mQ . An unnatural transi-
tion can have a non-zero decay rate at this order. For the
natural transition to the ground state Lc (sl
p l501), the
LQCD /mQ corrections vanish at zero recoil @7#. However, for
a natural transition to an excited Lc the zero recoil hadronic
matrix elements need not be zero at this order. These correc-
tions can substantially effect the decay rate into excited
states since they dominate at zero recoil and the available
phase space is quite small. In the heavy quark effective
theory ~HQET!, it is useful to write form factors as functions
of w5vv8, where v is the four-velocity of the Lb baryon
and v8 is that of the recoiling charmed baryon. Zero recoil
then corresponds to v5v8, where w51.
For a spin symmetry doublet of hadrons H6 with total
spin J65sl6 12 the HQET mass formula is
mH6
5mQ1L¯
H2
l1
H
2mQ
6
n7l2
H
2mQ
1O~1/mQ2 !. ~1.1!
Here n652J611 is the number of spin states in the hadron
H6 and L¯ H denotes the energy of the light degrees of free-
dom in the mQ!` limit. l1,2 are the usual kinetic and chro-
momagnetic matrix elements5620 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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H5
1
2 mH6
^H6~v !uh¯v
~Q !~ iD !2hv
~Q !uH6~v !&,
l2
H5
71
2 mH6n7
^H6~v !uh¯v
~Q ! gs
2 sabG
abhv
~Q !uH6~v !&,
~1.2!
written in terms of hv
(Q)
, the heavy quark field in HQET,
using a relativistic normalization for the states,
^H(p8)uH(p)&5(2p)32EHd3(pW 82pW ).
The excited charmed baryons Lc
1/2 and Lc
3/2
, which be-
long to the doublet with sl
p l512, have been observed. We
will use L¯ for the ground state LQ , and L¯ 8 for the sl
p l
512 doublet.1 For semileptonic Lb decays to excited Lc’s
the members of the charmed sl
p l512 doublet are special. At
zero recoil and order LQCD /mQ their hadronic matrix ele-
ments are determined by the leading order Isgur-Wise func-
tion and the difference L¯ 82L¯ ~as will be seen explicitly in
Sec. II!. This is analogous to the case of semileptonic B
decays to excited charmed mesons with sl
p l51/21,3/21
@8,9#.
The difference L¯ 82L¯ can be expressed in terms of mea-
surable baryon masses. From Eq. ~1.1! l2 can be eliminated
by taking the helicity weighted average mass for the doublet
m¯ H5
n2mH2
1n1mH1
n11n2
. ~1.3!
If m¯ H is known in both the b and c sectors then L¯ H can be
calculated in terms of mc ,b by eliminating l1
H
. With
mLb
55.623 GeV @2#, mLc52.284 GeV @2#, and mb2mc
53.4 GeV @10#, taking mc51.4 GeV gives L¯ 50.8 GeV.
While this value of L¯ depends sensitively on the value of
mc , the difference
L¯ 82L¯ 5
mb~m¯ Lb8 2mLb!2mc~m
¯
Lc
8 2mLc!
mb2mc
1OS LQCD3
mQ
2 D ,
~1.4!
is less sensitive to mc . Baryons with sl
p l512 in the bottom
sector have not yet been observed, so the mass splitting
DmLb5m
¯
Lb
8 2mLb is not known. In the limit Nc!` this
mass splitting is predicted to be DmLb50.29 GeV, as shown
in the Appendix. We will see that sum rules imply that
DmLb,0.24 GeV ~for mc51.4 GeV!. Taking DmLb.0.24
gives L¯ 82L¯ .0.20 GeV as a rough estimate. Since
L¯ 8/(2 mc).0.36 the LQCD /mQ corrections may be large
and the effective theory might not be a good description for
these excited states. However, near zero recoil only the dif-
1The notation L¯ is commonly used in the mass formula for the
mesons B (*) and D (*), however in this paper L¯ will be used ex-
clusively for the baryons.ference, L¯ 82L¯ , occurs and furthermore some form factors
do not receive LQCD /mc corrections.
In this paper decays of Lb to excited Lc’s are investigated
to order LQCD /mQ in the heavy quark effective theory.2 In
Sec. II we examine the differential decay rates for Lb
!Lc1/2ene¯ and Lb!Lc3/2ene¯ to order LQCD /mQ . There is
large model dependence away from zero recoil due to un-
known LQCD /mQ corrections, but there is less uncertainty
when the rates to these two states are combined. Note that
when baryonic decays are considered in the limit Nc!` it is
possible to predict the leading order Isgur-Wise function
@11,12# as well as some of the sub-dominant Isgur-Wise
functions. The large Nc results which are relevant for the
decays considered in Sec. II are summarized in the Appen-
dix. In Sec. III the LQCD /mQ corrections to zero recoil ma-
trix elements for weak currents between a Lb state and all
other excited Lc states are investigated. The effect of these
excited states on baryonic heavy quark sum rules is dis-
cussed in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we summarize our results. This
extends the analysis of semileptonic B decay into excited
charmed mesons in Refs. @8,9# to the analogous baryonic
decays.
II. DECAY RATES FOR LbLc1/2ene¯ AND LbLc3/2ene¯
The matrix elements of the vector and axial currents
(Vm5c¯gmb and Am5c¯gmg5b) between the Lb and Lc1/2 or
Lc
3/2 baryon states can be parametrized as
^Lc
1/2~v8,s8!uVmuLb~v ,s !&
A4mL
c
1/2mLb
5u¯~v8,s8!@dV1g
m1dV2v
m
1dV3v8
m#g5u~v ,s !,
^Lc
1/2~v8,s8!uAmuLb~v ,s !&
A4mL
c
1/2mLb
5u¯~v8,s8!@dA1g
m1dA2v
m
1dA3v8
m#u~v ,s !, ~2.1!
^Lc
3/2~v8,s8!uVmuLb~v ,s !&
A4mL
c
3/2mLb
5u¯a~v8,s8!@v
a~ lV1g
m1lV2v
m
1lV3v8
m!1lV4g
am#u~v ,s !,
^Lc
3/2~v8,s8!uAmuLb~v ,s !&
A4mL
c
3/2mLb
5u¯a~v8,s8!@v
a~ lA1g
m1lA2v
m
1lA3v8
m!1lA4g
am#g5u~v ,s !,
~2.2!
2Corrections of order LQCD /mc were previously considered in @6#.
We disagree with the statement made there that the LQCD /mc cur-
rent and chromomagnetic corrections to the matrix elements vanish
at the zero recoil point for decays to all but the ground state Lc .
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functions of w . The spinor u(v ,s) and Rarita-Swinger spinor
ua(v8,s8) are normalized so that u¯(v ,s)u(v ,s)51 and
u¯a(v8,s8)ua(v8,s8)521, and satisfy v u5u , v 8ua5ua ,
va8u
a50, and gaua50. At zero recoil (v5v8) these prop-
erties, along with u¯ag5u5u¯g5u50, imply that only dV1,
dA11dA21dA3, and lV4 can contribute to the matrix ele-
ments in Eqs. ~2.1! and ~2.2!.
In the infinite mass limit decays to excited Lc’s with he-
licity l563/2 are forbidden by heavy quark spin symmetry
since the light helicity, l l , is conserved in the transition @4#.
For the Lb , sl
p l501 so l l50, and the final state excited Lc
can only have l561/2. It is useful to consider separately
decay rates to the different helicities to see what effect cor-
rections of order LQCD /mQ have on this infinite mass limit
prediction. For a massive particle with 4-velocity v the po-
larization sums over individual helicity levels can be done by
introducing an auxiliary four vector na(v) such that nv
50 and n2521. For the spin 3/2 Rarita-Swinger spinors
um(s) the spin sums are then3(
usu51/2
ua~v ,s !u¯b~v ,s !5
~11v !
12 @2g
ab1vavb13nanb
2ig5eabstvs~2gt13ntn !# ,
(
usu53/2
ua~v ,s ! u¯b~v ,s !5
~11v !
4 @2g
ab1vavb2nanb
1ig5eabstvsntn # , ~2.3!
where e012351. In the rest frame of the Lb the auxiliary
vector n(v8)5(uvW 8u,v08vˆ 8)5(Aw221,wvˆ 8), where vˆ 8
5vW 8/uvW 8u.
The differential decay rates are expressible in terms of the
form factors in Eqs. ~2.1! and ~2.2!, and the kinematic vari-
ables w5vv8 and u. Here u is the angle between the
charged lepton and the charmed baryon in the rest frame of
the virtual W boson, i.e., in the center of momentum frame
of the lepton pair. For Lb!Lc1/2ln¯ the differential decay rate
isd2GL1/2
dwdcosu 56G0r1
3Aw221~sin2u$~w11 !@~r121 !dV11~w21 !~dV31r1dV2!#
21~w21 !@~r111 !dA1
1~w11 !~dA31r1dA2!#
2%1~122r1w1r1
2!$~11cos2u!@~w21 !dA1
2 1~w11 !dV1
2 #24 cosuAw221dA1dV1%!,
~2.4!
while for Lb!Lc3/2ln¯ the rates are
d2GL3/2
~ ulu51/2!
dwdcosu 5G0r3
3Aw221@~24 cosuAw221@ lA422~w11 !lA1#@ lV422~w21 !lV1#1~11cos
2u!$~w21 !@ lA422~w
11 !lA1#
21~w11 !@ lV422~w21 !lV1#
2%!~122r3w1r3
2!14 sin2u$~w11 !@~w21 !~r311 !lV11~w
221 !
3~ lV31r3lV2!1~w2r3!lV4#
21~w21 !@~w11 !~r321 !lA11~w
221 !~ lA31r3lA2!1~w2r3!lA4#
2%# ,
d2GL3/2
~ ulu53/2!
dwd cos u 53G0r3
3Aw221~122r3w1r32!$~11cos2u!@~w11 !lV4
2 1~w21 !lA4
2 #14 cosuAw221lV4lA4%. ~2.5!Here G05GF
2 uVcbu2mLb
5 /(192p3), r15mL
c
1/2 /mLb, and r3
5mL
c
3/2 /mLb. dG/dw is found by integrating over dcosu,
which amounts to the replacements sin2u!4/3, (11cos2u)
!8/3, and cosu!0. Note that near zero recoil (w51) the
form factors dV1 and lV4 determine the rates in Eqs. ~2.4! and
~2.5!. The electron energy spectrum may be found by chang-
ing the variable cosu to Ee5(mLb/2)(12rw
2rAw221 cosu).
3This agrees with Ref. @13#, although there is a sign mistake in Eq.
~24! of that paper ~the fourth plus sign should be a minus!.In HQET the form factors di and l i are parametrized in
terms of one universal Isgur-Wise function in the infinite
mass limit and additional sub-leading Isgur-Wise functions
which arise at each order in LQCD /mQ . The form of this
parametrization is most easily found by introducing interpo-
lating fields which transform in a simple way under heavy
quark symmetry @14#. The ground state spinor field, Lv ,
destroys the L baryon with sl
p l501 and four-velocity v , and
furthermore satisfies vLv5Lv . For the slp l512 doublet, the
fields with four-velocity v are in
cv
m5cv
3/2 m1
1
)
~gm1vm!g5cv
1/2
, ~2.6!
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1/2 and Rarita-Schwinger field cv
3/2 m
destroy the spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 members of this doublet
respectively. The field defined in Eq. ~2.6! satisfies vcvm
5cv
m
, and vmcv
m50. Note also that gmcv
3/2m50.
When evaluated between a sl
p l512 excited Lc state and
the Lb ground state the b!c flavor changing current is
c¯Gb5h¯v8
~c !Ghv
~b !5s~w !vac¯ v8
a GLv , ~2.7!
at leading order in LQCD /mQ and as . Here s(w) is the
dimensionless leading Isgur-Wise function for the transition
to this excited doublet. The matrix element in Eq. ~2.7! van-
ishes at zero recoil, and leads to the infinite mass predictions
of Ref. @5#.
At order LQCD /mQ , there are corrections originating
from the matching of the b!c flavor changing current onto
the effective theory and from order LQCD /mQ corrections to
the effective Lagrangian. The current corrections modify the
first equality in Eq. ~2.7! to
c¯Gb5h¯v8
~c !S G2 i2mc DQ G1 i2mb GDW D hv~b ! . ~2.8!
For matrix elements between a sl
p l512 excited Lc state and
the Lb ground state, the order LQCD /mQ operators in Eq.
~2.8! are
h¯v8
~c !iDQ lG hv
~b !5bal~
c !c¯ v8
a GLv ,
h¯v8
~c !GiDW lhv
~b !5bal~
b !c¯ v8
a GLv . ~2.9!
The most general sub-leading current form factors that can
be introduced are
bal~
Q !5s1
~Q !vavl1s2
~Q !vavl81s3
~Q !gal , ~2.10!
where the s i
(Q) are functions of w and have mass dimension
1. Using the heavy quark equation of motion, (vD)hv(Q)
50, gives two relations among these form factors
ws1
~c !1s2
~c !50,
s1
~b !1ws2
~b !1s3
~b !50. ~2.11!
When evaluated between the states destroyed by cv8
m
and Lv
translational invariance gives
i]n~h¯v8
~c !Ghv
~b !!5~L¯ vn2L¯ 8vn8!h¯v8
~c !Ghv
~b !
, ~2.12!
which implies that
bal~
c !1bal~
b !5~L¯ vl2L¯ 8vl8 !vas . ~2.13!
Equation ~2.13! gives three relations between the current
form factors in Eq. ~2.10!,
s1
~c !1s1
~b !5L¯ s ,
s2
~c !1s2
~b !52L¯ 8s ,
s3
~c !1s3
~b !50, ~2.14!which enables us to eliminate the s i
(b)
. Combining Eq.
~2.14! with Eq. ~2.11! allows two more form factors to be
eliminated,
s2
~c !52ws1
~c !
,
s3
~c !5~L¯ 2wL¯ 8!s1~w221 !s1
~c !
, ~2.15!
leaving only one unknown current form factor, s1[s1
(c)
, at
order LQCD /mc ,b . At zero recoil we see from Eqs. ~2.9! and
~2.10! that only s3
(Q) can contribute, and from Eq. ~2.14! and
Eq. ~2.15! that s3(b)(1)52s3(c)(1)5(L¯ 82L¯ )s(1).
There are also corrections from the order LQCD /mQ ef-
fective Lagrangian, dLv(Q)5(Okin,v(Q) 1Omag,v(Q) )/(2mQ). Here
Okin,v
(Q) 5h¯v
(Q)(iD)2hv(Q) is the heavy quark kinetic energy and
Omag,v
(Q) 5h¯v
(Q)(gs/2)sabGabhv(Q)is the chromomagnetic term.
The kinetic energy operators modify the infinite mass states
giving corrections to the matrix elements of Eq. ~2.7! of the
form
iE d4xT$Okin,v8~c ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%5fkin~c !vac¯ v8a GLv ,
iE d4xT$Okin,v~b ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%5fkin~b !vac¯ v8a GLv .
~2.16!
These corrections do not violate spin symmetry, so their con-
tributions enter the same way as the mQ!` Isgur-Wise
function s and vanish at zero recoil. The chromomagnetic
operator, which violates spin symmetry, gives contributions
of the form
iE d4xT$Omag,v8~c ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 ! %
5~fmag
~c ! gmavn!c¯ v8
a ismn
11v 8
2 GLv ,
iE d4xT$Omag,v~b ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%
5~fmag
~b ! gmavn8!c¯ v8
a G
11v
2 is
mnLv . ~2.17!
At zero recoil these chromomagnetic corrections vanish
since va(11v )sab(11v )50. Thus the only LQCD /mQ cor-
rections that contribute at zero recoil are determined by mea-
surable baryon mass splittings and the value of the leading
order Isgur-Wise function at zero recoil.
Using Eqs. ~2.10!–~2.17!, it is straightforward to express
the form factors di and l i parametrizing these semileptonic
decays in terms of Isgur-Wise functions s, s1 , fkin
(Q)
, and
fmag
(Q)
. Let «Q51/(2mQ). For decays to Lc1/2 we have
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221 !s1
1~w11 !~fkin
~c !22fmag
~c ! !#2«b@~L¯ 82wL¯ !s
2~w11 !fkin
~b !# ,
)dA2522s22«c~fkin
~c !22fmag
~c ! !12«b@~L¯ 82L¯ !s
2~w21 !s12fkin
~b !1fmag
~b ! # ,
)dA352«b@~L¯ 82L¯ !s2~w21 !s12fmag
~b ! # ,
)dV15~w21 !s1«c@3~wL¯ 82L¯ !s22~w
221 !s1
1~w21 !~fkin
~c !22fmag
~c ! !#2«b@~L¯ 82wL¯ !s
2~w21 !fkin
~b !# ,
)dV2522s22«c~fkin
~c !22fmag
~c ! !22«b@~L¯ 81L¯ !s
2~w11 !s11fkin
~b !1fmag
~b ! # ,
)dV352«b@~L¯ 81L¯ !s2~w11 !s12fmag
~b ! # .
~2.18!
The analogous formulae for Lc
3/2 are
lA15s1«c@~w21 !s11fkin
~c !1fmag
~c ! #2«b@~L¯ 82L¯ !s
2~w21 !s12fkin
~b !1fmag
~b ! # ,
lA2522 «cs1 ,
lA352«b~L¯ 8s2ws11fmag
~b ! !,
lA4522«b@~wL¯ 82L¯ !s2~w
221 !s11~w11 !fmag
~b ! # ,
lV15s1«c@~w11 !s11fkin
~c !1fmag
~c ! #1«b@~L¯ 81L¯ !s
2~w11 !s11fkin
~b !1fmag
~b ! # ,
lV2522«cs1 ,
lV3522«b~L¯ 8s2ws11fmag
~b ! !,
lV452«b@~wL¯ 82L¯ !s2~w
221 !s11~w21 !fmag
~b ! # .
~2.19!
The form factors which occur for the helicity ulu53/2 rate in
Eq. ~2.5!, lA4 and lV4, only receive corrections proportional
to «b , so this rate remains small at order LQCD /mQ . The
form factors dV1 and lV4 which determine the rates near zero
recoil have the values
)dV1~1 !5~3«c2«b!~L¯ 82L¯ !s~1 !,
lV4~1 !52«b~L¯ 82L¯ !s~1 !. ~2.20!The Isgur-Wise functions that appear in Eqs. ~2.18! and
~2.19! have unknown functional forms, so to predict the de-
cay rates some assumptions must be made. The functions
fkin
(Q) can be absorbed by replacing s with
s˜5s1«cfkin
~c !1«bfkin
~b !
. ~2.21!
This introduces higher order terms of the form fkin(L¯ 8
2L¯ )O(«Q2 ). These terms are small for the spin 3/2 form
factors since they are always suppressed by at least one «b ,
but could be large for the spin 1/2 form factors since «c
2
occurs. However, in the limit Nc!` we have fkin(c)(1)50
~as discussed in the Appendix! so the latter contributions are
also small. Hereafter, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we
will use s˜ . The chromomagnetic functions, fmag
(Q)
, are ex-
pected to be small relative to LQCD and will therefore be
neglected. This is supported by the small sl
p l512 doublet
mass splitting, the fact that at order LQCD /mQ spin-
symmetry violating effects are sub-dominant in the Nc!`
limit @12#, and that the members of this doublet are P-wave
excitations in the quark model. Following Ref. @8# we note
that since the available phase space is small (1,w&1.3), it
is useful to consider the differential rates treating (w21) as
order LQCD /mQ and expanding in these parameters. This has
the advantage of showing explicitly at what order various
unknown factors appear. Expanding the differential rates in
powers of (w21) gives
d2GL1/2
dwdcosu 54G0s
˜
2~1 !r1
3Aw221 (
n
~w21 !n$sin2us1
~n !
1~122r1w1r1
2!@~11cos2u!t1
~n !
24 cosuAw221u1~n !#%,
d2GL3/2ulu51/2
dwdcosu 58G0s
˜
2~1 ! r3
3Aw221 (
n
~w21 !n$sin2us3
~n !
1~122r3w1r3
2!@~11cos2u!t3
~n !
24 cosuAw221u3~n !#%, ~2.22!
where si
(n)
, t i
(n)
, and ui
(n) are expansion coefficients. The
entire rate for spin-3/2 ulu53/2 is suppressed by a «b
2 so it is
not useful to consider the w21 expansion. Corrections of
order «c
2 to the form factors lV4 and lA4 in Eq. ~2.19! have not
been considered and may give terms of similar order in this
rate. Even so, a conservative estimate puts the contribution
from the ulu53/2 states to the total Lc
3/2 rate as at least 30
times smaller4 than that of the ulu51/2 states.
Treating (w21) as order «Q we keep the coefficients s (n)
and t (n) to order «Q
(22n)
. Since the coefficients u (n) are mul-
tiplied by an additional Aw221 we keep them to order
4This estimate is made using Eq. ~2.25b! and the method de-
scribed below. Varying sˆ 1 over the range 21 GeV,sˆ 1,1 GeV
gives 331024,GL3/2ulu53/2 /GL3/2ulu51/2,0.02. The bound is taken to be
1/30 rather than 1/50 to be conservative.
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(12n)
. Recall that these latter coefficients do not contribute
to the single differential dG/dw rates. It is straightforward to
derive these coefficients using Eqs. ~2.4!, ~2.5!, ~2.18!, and
~2.19! so only a few will be displayed here for illustrative
purposes. The coefficients s (0) and t (0) are order «Q
2 (L¯ 8
2L¯ )2
s1
~0 !5~12r1!2~3«c2«b!2~L¯ 82L¯ !2,
t1
~0 !5~3«c2«b!2~L¯ 82L¯ !2,
s3
~0 !54~12r3!2«b
2~L¯ 82L¯ !2,
t3
~0 !5«b
2~L¯ 82L¯ !2, ~2.23!
while the u (0) coefficients are order «Q(L¯ 82L¯ ). The coef-
ficients s (1) and t (1) have terms with «Q
0 and with «Q
1
. The
«Q
1 contributions do not involve s1 , and for the spin 3/2
coefficients there are no «c
1 contributions. For example, we
have
t1
~1 !5214~3«c2«b!~L¯ 82L¯ !,
t3
~1 !5224«b~L¯ 82L¯ !. ~2.24!
Finally, the coefficients s (2), t (2), and u (1) are kept to order
«Q
0
, and depend on sˆ 85s˜8(1)/s˜(1) ~a caret will be used to
denote normalization with respect to s˜!. With these assump-
tions the coefficients are determined at this order in terms of
L¯ 82L¯ and sˆ 8, while terms with s1 and more derivatives of
s˜ come in at higher orders in the double expansion. The
value of sˆ 1(1) @where sˆ 1(w)[s1(w)/s˜(w)] gives smaller
uncertainties than might naively be expected for this reason.
It is also possible to estimate the rates without a w expan-
sion by inserting the form factors in Eqs. ~2.18! and ~2.19!
directly into Eqs. ~2.4! and ~2.5!. To determine the differen-
tial rates we take the large Nc predictions
s~w !51.2@121.4~w21 !# , ~2.25a!
s˜~w !51.2@121.6~w21 !# , ~2.25b!
using the former in the infinite mass limit and the latter when
LQCD /mQ effects are included. The derivation of Eqs.
~2.25a! and ~2.25b! are given in the Appendix. The fmag(Q) will
be neglected for the reasons given above, leaving sˆ 1 as the
remaining unknown form factor needed to predict the differ-
ential rates at order LQCD /mQ .
With r150.461, r350.467, L¯ 82L¯ 50.2 GeV and L¯
50.8 GeV, our results for the dG/dw spectrums are shown
in Fig. 1. Plotted are the infinite mass limit predictions with-
out expansion ~dotted lines!, the predictions with 1/mQ ef-
fects using the expansions in Eq. ~2.22! ~dashed lines!, and
the predictions including 1/mQ effects without expansion and
taking sˆ 150 ~solid lines!. A factor of G0s˜(1)2Aw221 has
been scaled out of the decay rates making the displayed
curves independent of the normalization. Therefore, the only
large Nc input for these curves is the value of the slopeparameter sˆ 8 @or s8(1)/s(1) for mQ!`#. The contribution
from the helicity 63/2 states to the Lc
3/2 rate in Fig. 1b is
invisible on the scale shown.
The spectra in Fig. 1 have uncertainty associated with the
values of L¯ 82L¯ and L¯ . Changing the value of L¯ 82L¯ by
60.1 GeV has a large effect for the Lc
1/2 ~&30% for a given
point on the curve in Fig. 1a! but a small effect for Lc
3/2
(&3%). A measurement of the mass of a sl
p l512 bottom
baryon will substantially reduce this uncertainty. Changing
the value of L¯ has a small effect for both Lc
1/2 and Lc
3/2
(&5% and &1% respectively!. To estimate the uncertainty
in predicting the rates associated with the value of sˆ 1 we
take it to be w independent and vary it over the range
21 GeV,sˆ 1,1 GeV. This gives the shaded regions shown
in Fig. 1. It is important to note that the lower bound comes
from sˆ 151 GeV for the Lc
1/2
, but from sˆ 1521 GeV for
the Lc
3/2
. Thus the sum of these rates is less sensitive to sˆ 1
than the Lc
1/2 rate alone.
The Lb
0 lifetime t51.11 ps and 10% branching fraction
for Lb!Lcen¯eX @2# give an inclusive rate of 0.29 G0 . We
can estimate what percentage of this rate is made up of de-
cays to L1/2 and L3/2 by taking the large Nc normalization,
s˜(1)51.2, and integrating the differential rates in Eqs. ~2.4!
and ~2.5! over the ranges 1,w,1.31 and 1,w,1.30 re-
spectively. Varying sˆ 1 in the range 21 GeV,sˆ 1,1 GeV
then gives
0.024,
GL1/2
G0
,0.072,
0.023,
GL3/2
G0
,0.048. ~2.26!
FIG. 1. The spectrum for Lb!Lc1/2 en¯e , in Fig. 1a, and the
spectrum for Lb!Lc3/2 en¯e , in Fig. 1b, are shown in units of
G0s˜(1)2. The dashed curves are the prediction of the expansions in
Eq. ~2.22! with sˆ 8521.6 and include 1/mQ effects. The dotted
curves are the mQ!` predictions with no expansion and with
s8(1)/s(1)521.4. The solid curves are the results with no expan-
sion using sˆ 8521.6 and include 1/mQ effects with sˆ 150. The
shaded regions show the range the solid curves cover when sˆ 1 is
varied through the range 21 GeV,sˆ 1,1 GeV.
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prediction GL1/2 /G050.020. Adding the rates in Eq. ~2.26!
and comparing with the inclusive rate 0.29G0 , we find that
decays to these states contribute between 25% to 33% of the
semileptonic Lb branching fraction. This range corresponds
to 21 GeV,sˆ 1,1 GeV and has less uncertainty than that in
Eq. ~2.26! since varying sˆ 1 changes the two rates in opposite
ways. To test the dependence of this prediction on the shape
of sˆ (w) we take sˆ 1(1)50 and vary sˆ 18(1) over the range
21 GeV,sˆ 18~1!,1 GeV. This has a small effect on the pre-
diction giving a range from 26% to 28%.
Factorization should be a good approximation for Lb de-
cay into charmed baryons and a charged pion. Contributions
that violate factorization are suppressed by LQCD divided by
the energy of the pion in the B rest frame @15# or by as(mQ).
Furthermore, for these decays, factorization holds in the
large Nc limit. Neglecting the pion mass, the two-body decay
rate, Gp , is related to the differential decay rate dGsl /dw at
maximal recoil for the analogous semileptonic decay ~with
the p replaced by the en¯e pair!. This relation is independent
of which charmed baryon appears in the final state:
Gp5
3p2uVudu2C2 f p2
mLb
2
r
S dGsldw D
wmax
. ~2.27!
Here r is the mass of the charmed baryon divided by mLb,
wmax5(11r2)/(2r), and f p.132 MeV is the pion decay con-
stant. C is a combination of Wilson coefficients of four-
quark operators @16#, and numerically CuVudu is very close to
unity.
Using the large Nc prediction for the Isgur-Wise function,
Eq. ~2.25b!, and evaluating Eqs. ~2.4! and ~2.5! at w51.31
and 1.30 respectively, it is possible to obtain predictions for
these nonleptonic decays. Since these predictions depend on
dG sl /dw at wmax there is a large uncertainty due to sˆ 1 .
Varying sˆ 1 in the range 21 GeV,sˆ 1,1 GeV gives
0.003,
GL1/2
p
G0
,0.014,
0.003,
GL3/2
p
G0
,0.009. ~2.28!
Adding these rates and using t51.11 ps for the Lb
0 lifetime
gives 0.4–0.6 % for the branching fraction for these decays.
Here again the uncertainty in the total branching fraction is
smaller than the individual rates. Varying the slope of sˆ 1
again makes only a small difference for this prediction.
In this section the decays Lb!Lc1/2ene¯ and Lb
!Lc3/2ene¯ were considered. Predictions were given for the
differential decay distributions, and the total decay rates.
Factorization was also used to make a prediction for the non-
leptonic Lb!Lc1/2p and Lb!Lc3/2p decay rates. The deter-
mination of the Isgur-Wise function in the Nc!` limit was
used to make these predictions. At order LQCD /mQ , all thesepredictions depend on the unknown sˆ 1 . A measurement of
any of these quantities will constrain the normalization of
this function.
III. ZERO RECOIL MATRIX ELEMENTS
FOR EXCITED TRANSITIONS
In this section matrix elements for semileptonic Lb tran-
sitions to other excited Lc states are investigated. In particu-
lar we are interested in matrix elements of the form
^Lc~sl
p l
,v8!uJmuLb~v !&uv8!v ~3.1!
at order LQCD /mQ . ~Some statements about the form of
these matrix elements away from zero recoil will also be
made.! In Eq. ~3.1! Jm refers to the vector or axial-vector part
of a weak current. At zero recoil it is sufficient to consider
excited states with sl
p l506,16 ~the states summarized in
Table I!, since for sl
p l>2 the matrix element in Eq. ~3.1!
vanishes at order LQCD /mQ . With J>5/2 the matrix ele-
ments vanish by conservation of angular momentum. For
transitions to J53/2 where sl52 they vanish at zero recoil
and order LQCD /mQ since the effective fields are transverse
to v ~we agree with the proof of this fact given in @6#, but
only for sl>2!. For each sl
p l there is a tower of particle
excitations with increasing mass. The states in this tower will
be referred to as radial excitations, and the nth such state will
be denoted with a superscript (n). In general the properties
of the Lb transition to a radially excited charmed state can be
directly inferred from those of the lowest excited state with
the same sl
p l
. The exception is radial excitations of the
ground state, sl
p l501, where a separate analysis is required.
A summary of how the various states receive order
LQCD /mQ corrections at zero recoil is given in Table II. The
results in the previous section for sl
p l512 are included for
easy reference. For the mQ!` matrix elements, recall that
the leading order Isgur-Wise function for decays to radial
excitations with sl
p l501 vanishes at zero recoil, while for
the unnatural parity transitions these matrix elements vanish
identically. For the unnatural transitions to sl
p l502 and 11
one can use the same effective fields, Lv and cv
m
, introduced
in Sec. II, but the form factors must be pseudoscalar and
therefore involve an epsilon tensor @17#. For the leading or-
der current in Eq. ~2.7! there are not enough vectors available
TABLE II. Contributions to the zero recoil matrix elements in
Eq. ~3.1! to order LQCD /mQ . An asterisk denotes that the corre-
sponding contribution to the matrix element is identically zero for
any value of w . Here 01 refers only to the radially excited sl
p l
501 states.
sl
p l 01 12 02 11
mQ!` 0 0 0* 0*
1/mQ currents 0 }(L¯ 82L¯ )s(1) 0* 0
1/mQ kin T-products nonzero 0 0* 0*
1/mQ mag T-products 0* 0 0 nonzero
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unnatural parity matrix elements vanish @6#.
The matrix elements of the 1/mQ current corrections in
Eq. ~2.8! vanish at zero recoil for excitations with sl
p l
501,02,11. Between a sl50 excited Lc state and a Lb
state the corrections in Eq. ~2.9! are
h¯v8
~c !iDQ lGhv
~b !5bl~
c !L¯ v8GLv ,
h¯v8
~c !GiDW lhv
~b !5bl~
b !L¯ v8GLv . ~3.2!
For sl
p l501, the most general form is bl
(Q)5a1
(Q)vl
1a2
(Q)vl8 . The equations of motion, (vD)hv(Q)50, imply
wa1
(c)1a2
(c)50 and a1
(b)1wa2
(b)50; so the current correc-
tions vanish at zero recoil. Using in addition Eq. ~2.12! one
can easily show that a1,2
(Q) are determined in terms of L¯ (n), L¯ ,
and the leading order Isgur-Wise function for the transition.
For sl
p l502, bl
(Q) must include an epsilon tensor, but there
are not enough vectors to contract with the indices, so bl
(Q)
[0. For sl
p l511 the current corrections are given by Eq.
~2.9! with bal
(Q)5s1*
(Q)ealstv
sv8t and therefore vanish at
zero recoil. Note that from Eq. ~2.12! it follows that s1*
(b)
52s1*
(c)
.
Next consider the LQCD /mQ contributions to the matrix
elements coming from time ordered products of the correc-
tions to the Lagrangian, dL(Q)5(Okin(Q)1Omag(Q) )/(2mQ), with
the leading order current, h¯v8
(c)Ghv
(b)
. For the unnatural tran-
sitions (sl
p l502,11) corrections from the kinetic energy op-
erator do not break the spin symmetry and therefore vanish
for the same reason that the leading form factor vanished
~i.e., Dl l50 and parity!. For sl50 the time ordered prod-
ucts involving the chromomagnetic operator are
iE d4xT$Omag,v8~c ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 ! %
5Rmn
~c !L¯ v8is
mn
11v 8
2 GLv ,
iE d4xT$Omag,v~b ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%
5Rmn
~b !L¯ v8G
11v
2 is
mnLv , ~3.3!
where the indices m and n are anti-symmetric. For sl
p l
501, Rmn
(Q)5c1
(Q)(vmvn82vnvm8 ), and vLv5Lv , so these
time ordered products vanish identically since vm(1
1v )smn(11v )50. For slp l502, Rmn(Q)5c2(Q)emnstvsv8t, so
the time ordered products in Eq. ~3.3! vanish at zero recoil.
For sl
p l511 chromomagnetic Lagrangian corrections have a
form similar to Eq. ~2.17!, but we must have a tensor involv-
ing epsilon multiplying possible form factors. At zero recoil
we find a nonzero contribution from the tensor emnabvb as
indicated in Table II.
The kinetic Lagrangian correction for sl
p l501 and the
chromomagnetic Lagrangian correction for sl
p l511 do notvanish at zero recoil. These corrections can be written in
terms of local matrix elements by inserting a complete set of
states between the leading order mQ!` currents and the
operators Okin
(Q) or Omag
(Q)
. Working in the rest frame v5v8
5(1,0W ) and performing the space-time integral gives
^Lc
f uJuLb&
AmL
c
f mLb
5(
I
S `^Lcf udLv~c !uLcI &` `^LcI uJuLb&`
2~L¯ I2L¯ c
f !
1
`^Lc
f uJuLb
I &` `^Lb
I udLv~b !uLb&`
2~L¯ I2L¯ !
D ,
~3.4!
where J5h¯v
(c)Ghv
(b)
. The subscript ` is used to denote states
in the effective theory, which are normalized so
`^H(p8)uH(p)&`5(2p)32v0d3(pW 82pW ) for p5mHv . Since
the zero recoil weak currents are charge densities of heavy
quark spin-flavor symmetry, only one state from this sum
contributes. For the radially excited sl
p l501 states we find
the following non-vanishing matrix elements
^Lc
~n !~s !uAW uLb~s !&
AmL
c
~n !mLb
5
2sW
~L¯ ~n !2L¯ !
S 12mc 2 12mbD
3 `^Lc
~n !~s !uOkin
~c !~0 !uLc~s !&` ,
^Lc
~n !~s !uV0uLb~s !&
AmL
c
~n !mLb
5
21
~L¯ ~n !2L¯ !
S 12mc 2 12mbD
3 `^Lc
~n !~s !uOkin
~c !~0 !uLc~s !&` ,
~3.5!
where sW5u¯(s)gW g5u(s). For the spin 1/2 member of the
sl
p l511 doublet we have
^Lc
1/2*~n !~s !uAW uLb~s !&
AmL
c
1/2*~n !mLb
5
2sW
~L¯ 8*~n !2L¯ !
S 12mc 1 16mbD
3 `^Lc
1/2*~n !~s !uOmag
~c ! ~0 !uLc~s !&` ,
^Lc
1/2*~n !~s !uV0uLb~s !&
AmL
c
1/2*~n !mLb
5
21
~L¯ 8*~n !2L¯ !
S 12mc 2 12mbD
3 `^Lc
1/2*~n !~s !uOmag
~c ! ~0 !uLc~s !&` . ~3.6!
For the spin 3/2 member of the sl
p l511 doublet only the
axial current gives a nonzero matrix element
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3/2*~n !~s !uAiuLb~s !&
AmL
c
3/2*~n !mLb
5
u¯iu
~L¯ 8*~n !2L¯ !
1
)mb
3 `^Lc
1/2*~n !~s !uOmag
~c ! ~0 !uLc~s !&` , ~3.7!
In Eqs. ~3.6! and ~3.7! heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry
was used to write the effects of Okin
(b) and Omag
(b) in terms of
matrix elements of Okin
(c) and Omag
(c)
. This neglects the weak
logarithmic dependence on the heavy quark mass in the ma-
trix elements of Omag . At zero recoil and order LQCD /mQ
this completes the classification of all nonzero hadronic ma-
trix elements for semileptonic Lb to excited Lc decays.
IV. SUM RULES
In this section we consider baryon sum rules that relate
the inclusive decays Lb!Xcen¯e to a sum of exclusive chan-
nels @18#. The starting point is a time ordered product of the
form
T5
i
4mLb
amnE d4xe2iqx
3(
s
^Lb~v ,s !uT$Jm
† ~x !,Jn~0 !%uLb~v ,s !&, ~4.1!
where the current Jm5c¯Gb , and amn is chosen to project out
the desired part of the current correlator @19#. ~The extra
factor of 1/2 compared to the uB& case is for the average over
initial spin.! Suitable moments of Tmn may then be compared
making use of an OPE on the inclusive side @20# and insert-
ing a complete set of Lc states on the exclusive side. Usually
a hard cutoff is introduced so that only hadronic resonances
up to an excitation energy D;1 GeV are included in these
moments.
In @5,21# a Bjorken sum rule was considered which
bounds the slope 2r2 of the ground state Isgur-Wise func-
tion z(w)512(w21)r21fl . It was determined that only
excited states with sl
p l512 can contribute to the exclusive
side of this sum rule and that
r25(
n
us~n !~1 !u21fl ~4.2!
~neglecting perturbative QCD corrections!. The sum is over
sl
p l512 radial excitations with excitation energies up to the
scale D and the ellipses here and below refer to non-resonant
contributions. In the large Nc limit r2 is determined @11# and
this sum rule is saturated by us(1)u2 alone.
A similar statement about which excited states contribute
can be made for the Voloshin type @22# ‘‘optical’’ sum rule
for L¯. Taking the first moment of the vector-vector (Jm
5Vm5c¯gmb) sum rule and amn52gmn1vmvn we find3~w21 !2
2w2 L
¯ 5
~2gmn1vmvn!
2 (
s ,s8
(
XcÞLc
~EXc2ELc!
3
^Lb~v ,s !uVm
† uXc&^XcuVnuLb~v ,s !&
4wmXcmLb
.
~4.3!
Here the excited charmed states uXc& have four-velocity v8
and spin s8. Spin symmetry will enable us to determine
which baryonic states contribute to this L¯ sum rule since
only matrix elements which vanish as (w21)2 as w!1 give
a nonzero contribution. States with unnatural parity cannot
contribute since their matrix elements vanish identically in
the infinite mass limit. For radial excitations of the ground
state, the Isgur-Wise function must vanish at zero recoil and
using spin symmetry we find that summed over spins
amn^LbuVm
† uLc
(n)&^Lc
(n)uVnuLb&;(w21)3. We also find that
states with sl>2 go at least as (w21)3, so only the sl
p l
512 states can contribute. Using the matrix elements and
form factors from Eqs. ~2.1!, ~2.2!, ~2.18! and ~2.19! we find
that Eq. ~4.3! gives
L¯ 52(
n
~L¯ 8~n !2L¯ !us~n !~1 !u21fl . ~4.4!
This agrees with the result which was found in Refs. @12, 23#
using different methods.
A sum rule that bounds l1 can be derived by considering
the vector current at zero recoil and working to order
LQCD
2 /mQ
2 on both the inclusive @24# and exclusive sides. For
this case, following @18# we take a vector current and sum
over the spatial components using amn52gmn1vmvn. Re-
calling that for the ground state baryons l250 we have
2
l1
4 S 1mc2 1 1mb2 2 23mcmbD
5
1
6 (Xc (s ,s8
u^Xc~v ,s8!uViuLb~v ,s !&u2
4mXcmLb
.
~4.5!
For any state with sl
p l501 the spatial component of the
vector matrix element vanishes at zero recoil in the Lb rest
frame. The same is true for states with sl
p l511. In Sec. III
we pointed out that for states with sl
p l502 or sl
p l>2 the
matrix elements vanish at order LQCD /mQ . Therefore, again
only states with sl
p l512 can contribute and we find
2l153(
n
~L¯ 8~n !2L¯ !2us~n !~1 !u21fl . ~4.6!
This agrees with the result of Ref. @25#, even though the
derivation there relied on orbital angular momentum being a
good quantum number ~which is true for large Nc! @26#.
These sum rules can be used to place an interesting bound
on L¯ 8 and hence on the mass of the unobserved sl
p l512
excited baryon multiplet, m¯ Lb8 . Since the mass of the light
57 5629SEMILEPTONIC Lb DECAY TO EXCITED Lc BARYONS . . .degrees of freedom L¯ 8(n) increases with n Eqs. ~4.4! and
~4.6! can be combined to give
2l1>
3
2 L
¯ ~L¯ 82L¯ !. ~4.7!
This assumes there is a negligible contribution from non-
resonant states with excitation energies less than L¯ 82L¯ . An
upper bound on L¯ 8 can then be obtained by using the mass
formula, Eq. ~1.1!, and mb5mc13.4 GeV @10# to write l1
and L¯ in terms of measured masses and mc . For mc51.4
GeV we have L¯ 8,1 GeV. Using Eq. ~1.4! this translates
into an upper bound on m¯ Lb8
m¯ Lb
8 ,5.86 GeV, ~4.8!
which corresponds to a splitting DmLb8 ,0.24 GeV above the
ground state Lb mass. These bounds are very sensitive to the
value of mc . Taking mc51.1 GeV strengthens the bound
giving m¯ Lb8 ,5.79 GeV while taking mc51.7 GeV weakens
the bound to m¯ Lb8 ,6.01 GeV. Note that perturbative correc-
tions to the sum rules @27# have not been included here and
could also give a sizeable correction to these bounds.
V. CONCLUSIONS
At zero recoil, the weak vector and axial-vector currents
for Lb decay to a charmed baryon correspond to charges of
the heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry. Therefore, in the
mQ!` limit, the zero recoil matrix elements of the weak
current between a Lb and any excited charmed baryon van-
ish. At order LQCD /mQ , however, these matrix elements
need not be zero. These LQCD /mQ corrections can play an
important role, since most of the phase space is near zero
recoil for these decays.
In this paper we studied the predictions of HQET for the
Lb!Lc1/2en¯e and Lb!Lc3/2en¯e decays including order
LQCD /mQ corrections to the matrix elements of the weak
currents. Here Lc
1/2 and Lc
3/2 are excited charmed baryons
with sl
p l512. At zero recoil these corrections can be written
in terms of the leading, mQ!` , Isgur-Wise function, and
measured baryon masses. In the large Nc limit of QCD, it is
possible to calculate the Isgur-Wise function for heavy to
heavy baryon decays, using the bound state soliton picture.
Using this calculation, the shape of the differential w spectra,
shown in Fig. 1, and the total decay rates were predicted at
order LQCD /mQ . The contribution from the helicity 63/2
states to the Lc
3/2 rate remains negligible at this order. We
found that the total branching fraction for Lb decays to these
states is 2.5–3.3%. Also, factorization was used to predict
the decay rates for Lb!Lc1/2p and Lb!Lc3/2p giving a total
branching fraction of 0.4–0.6%. The uncertainty from the
unknown LQCD /mQ form factor s1 was found to be smaller
in total branching fractions to the sl
p l512 states than in the
individual rates to Lc
1/2 and Lc
3/2
.
We considered the zero recoil matrix elements of weak
currents between a Lb baryon and other excited charmedbaryons at order LQCD /mQ . Our results are summarized in
Table II. For excitations where sl
p l501,11 these matrix el-
ements are nonzero. Only corrections to the states contribute,
and these corrections were expressed in terms of matrix ele-
ments of local operators.
Heavy quark sum rules for Lb decays have contributions
from excited charmed baryons. The Bjorken sum rule as well
as sum rules for L¯ and l1 have contributions only from
excited states with sl
p l512. Combining sum rules for L¯ and
l1 , and using the HQET mass formula for heavy baryons, an
upper bound on the spin-averaged mass for the sl
p l512 dou-
blet of beautiful baryons was obtained in Eq. ~4.8!.
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APPENDIX: LbLc1/2en¯e AND LbLc3/2en¯e FOR Nc`
In this appendix we review the simplified description that
occurs for LQ baryons in the Nc!` limit @11,12#, focusing
on the part relevant for the decays Lb!Lc1/2en¯e and Lb
!Lc3/2en¯e . Using as input the observed mass splitting,
DmLc5m
¯
Lc
8 2mLc, it is possible to determine the corre-
sponding splitting in the bottom sector, as well as the func-
tions s(w) and fˆ kin(Q)(w) discussed in the text. In the large
Nc limit the Lc ,b states are described as bound states of a
nucleon N ~viewed as a soliton of the nonlinear chiral La-
grangian! and a heavy meson D (*) or B (*). The bound state
dynamics are governed by the harmonic oscillator potential
V~xW !5V01
1
2 kx
W 2, ~A1!
and the reduced mass mQ5(mH211mN21)21 where H5B or
D . The parameters k and mQ then determine the mass spec-
trum, with splittings Dm5Ak/mQ between excited multip-
lets. Using the experimental values DmLc50.33 GeV, mD
5m¯ D51.971 GeV and mN50.939 GeV @2# determines k
5(0.411 GeV)3. With mB5m¯ B55.313 GeV the prediction
for the mass splitting in the bottom sector is then DmLb
50.29 GeV.
As the wave functions for the system are determined,
form factors for the weak heavy-heavy baryon transition can
be found by calculating the hadronic matrix element as an
overlap integral. For instance, in the rest frame of the Lb and
for excited Lc velocity vW 8 such that vW 82&Nc
23/4 we have
@12#
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1/2~vW 8,ms!uh¯v8
~c !g0hv
~b !uLb~ms!&
A4mL
c
1/2mLb
52iS 1,0; 12 ,msU 12 ,msD E d3qwc*~qW !wb~qW 2mNvW 8!,
~A2!
where ms is the magnetic spin quantum number with projec-
tion on the axis defined by vW 8 which we take to be the z axis.
Here wb is the ground state harmonic oscillator wave func-
tion in momentum space,
wb~qW !5p23/4~mbk!23/8 exp~2AmbkqW 2/2!, ~A3!
and wc is the wave function for the l51 orbitally excited
state with z projection ml5ms82ms50:
wc~qW !52i&p23/4~mck!25/8qz exp~2AmckqW 2/2!.
~A4!
Doing the integral in Eq. ~A2! gives
^Lc
1/2~vW 8,ms!uh¯v8
~c !g0hv
~b !uLb~ms!&
A4mL
c
1/2mLb
524S 1,0; 12 ,msU 12 ,msD v8k21/4mN
3
mc
5/8mb
3/8
~Amc1Amb!5/2
expF 2mN2 k21/2
~Amc1Amb!
vW 82
2 G .
~A5!
We wish to consider corrections at order LQCD /mQ so we
take the leading term in the mass formula in Eq. ~1.1!, mH
5mQ . Furthermore, a heavy baryon has Nc21 light quarks,
which generate the dominant contribution to the color field
felt by the light degrees of freedom as Nc!` . Therefore
replacing the heavy quark by a light quark has a negligible
effect on the light degrees of freedom @12#, so we take mN
5L¯ . In the large Nc limit LQCD /mQ corrections from the
current and from the part of the effective Lagrangian, dL,that breaks spin symmetry are sub-leading in Nc @11#. In Eq.
~A2! the mQ dependence in the wave functions does not
break the spin symmetry, and the part going as LQCD /mQ
therefore corresponds to fkin
(Q)
. Expanding the expression in
Eq. ~A5! about the infinite mass limit and taking vW 825w221
gives the mQ!` result of Ref. @12#:5
s~w !5S L¯ 3
k
D 1/4 1Aw11 expF2 14 AL¯
3
k
~w221 !G .
~A6!
Plotting this function over the phase space, 1,w,1.3, we
see that the shape differs from that of the straight line,
s~w !51.16521.682~w21 !, ~A7!
by less than 3%. At order LQCD /mQ we find
fkin
~c !~w !52
L¯
8
AL¯ 3
k
~w221 !s~w !,
fkin
~b !~w !5FL¯2 2 L¯8 AL¯ 3k ~w221 !Gs~w !.
~A8!
This allows a determination of the rescaled Isgur-Wise func-
tion s˜(w)5s1«cfkin(c)1«bfkin(b) . For 1,w,1.3 the shape
of s˜(w) differs from that of the straight line,
s˜~w !51.21421.971~w21 !, ~A9!
by about 2%, except near w51.3 where it differs by 4%. The
Nc power counting of Ref. @11# restricts the range of validity
of equations Eqs. ~A6! and ~A8! to w2&11Nc
23/2
. Despite
this we will use Eqs. ~A7! and ~A9! for the entire phase
space with the qualification that we expect less predictive
power in the region further from zero recoil in any case.
5Unlike @12# in writing the expression for s(w) we have not used
approximations that are appropriate near zero recoil such as vW 82
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